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Abstra t
This paper explores the use of ma hine learning in optimizing a synta ti
parser for unrestri ted Swedish text. The synta ti analysis is based on
dependen y grammar and the original parsing algorithm deterministi ally
hooses the losest possible atta hment for every word in the input string.
The goal of the optimization is that the parser should learn, from a training set of orre tly analyzed senten es, when to postpone the atta hment.
Experiments using a variant of k nearest neighbor learning show that a
small but signi ant improvement in pre ision an be a hieved in this way.
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Introdu tion

Synta ti parsing of unrestri ted natural language text is a ru ial task in larges ale natural language pro essing systems su h as ma hine translation systems.
In addition, it has a great potential for improving the quality of information
retrieval, information extra tion and ontent management systems. Two major
obsta les to high-quality parsing of unrestri ted text have traditionally been
the massive ambiguity inherent in natural language grammars and the la k of
robustness in parsing systems using these grammars.
Deterministi dependen y parsing has re ently been proposed as a robust
and e ient method for dealing with these problems and the results so far are
promising. Thus, Nivre and Nilsson [24℄ report both pre ision and re all above
80% for parsing unrestri ted Swedish text with very simple grammar rules, using
a parsing algorithm that sele ts the losest possible atta hment for every word in
the dependen y graph. In order to improve the a ura y further, a more exible
parsing strategy may be required, where the losest possible link is usually 
but not always  hosen. In this paper, I will investigate the possibility of using
ma hine learning te hniques to determine when the parser should postpone the
atta hment.
The paper is stru tured in the following way. In se tion 2, I introdu e the
framework of deterministi dependen y parsing proposed by Nivre and Nilsson
[24℄ and analyze the typi al errors resulting from the losest-rst strategy. In
se tion 3, I dis uss the use of ma hine learning to improve parsing and in parti ular the hoi e of attributes to be used as input to the learning pro ess. In
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På 60-talet målade han djärva tavlor som retade Nikita Chrusjtjov.
(In the-60's painted he bold pi tures whi h annoyed Nikita Chrustjev.)
Figure 1: Dependen y graph for Swedish senten e

se tion 4, I present an experiment where a variant of k nearest neighbor learning
is used to a hieve a small but signi ant improvement of pre ision. In se tion
5, I on lude with some suggestions for further resear h.
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Deterministi Dependen y Parsing

Dependen y parsing is based on the old linguisti tradition of dependen y grammar, whi h omprises a large family of grammati al theories and formalisms that
share ertain basi assumptions about synta ti stru ture, in parti ular the assumption that synta ti stru ture onsists of lexi al nodes linked by binary relations alled dependen ies (see, e.g., Tesnière [30℄, Sgall et al. [26℄, Mel'£uk [22℄,
Hudson [20℄). Thus, the ommon formal property of dependen y stru tures, as
ompared to the more ommon synta ti representations based on onstituen y
(or phrase stru ture), is the la k of phrasal nodes.
In a dependen y stru ture, every lexi al node is dependent on at most one
other lexi al node, usually alled its head or regent, whi h means that the stru ture an be represented as a dire ted graph, with nodes representing lexi al
elements and edges representing dependen y relations. Normally we also require that the graph is onne ted and a y li , whi h means that it will in fa t
be a rooted tree with the root node being the head of the senten e. Figure
1 shows a dependen y graph for the Swedish senten e På 60-talet målade han
djärva tavlor som retade Nikita Chrusjtjov, with the nite verb målade as the
root node. The label o urring above ea h word is its lexi al ategory, or part
of spee h; PP for preposition, NN for noun, VB for nite verb, et .
Most formalizations of dependen y grammar use rules that spe ify whole
ongurations of dependents for a given head, using some notion of valen e
frames (Hays [19℄, Gaifman [17℄, Carroll and Charniak [5℄, Sleator and Temperley [27, 28℄, Barbero et al. [1℄, Eisner [16℄, Debusmann [14℄). Nivre and Nilsson
[24℄ use a mu h weaker formalism, where only binary relations between heads
and dependents an be spe ied, using rules of the following form:

D H
H !D
These rules say that a word h of ategory H an be the synta ti head of a word
ategory D if d pre edes ( ) or follows (!) h. Similar but not identi al
grammar formalisms have previously been proposed by Covington [12, 13℄ and
Courtin and Genthial [11℄.

d of
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Nivre and Nilsson [24℄ onsider three dierent parsing algorithms, whi h take
as input a grammar G and and a string of words w1 ; : : : ; wn , tagged with partsof-spee h t1 ; : : : ; tn , and builds a dependen y graph by adding edges (wi ; wj )
that are ompatible with the rules of G. The algorithms are all deterministi
in the sense that on e an edge has been added to the dependen y graph it
an never be removed and will therefore blo k the addition of other possible
edges, given the onstraint that ea h word an have at most one head. Given
that synta ti relations tend to be lo al, all three algorithms have a preferen e
for loser links over more distant ones. But they dier in the way that this
preferen e is balan ed against other onstraints.
When tested on a random sample of 142 senten es from the Sto kholm-Umeå
Corpus of written Swedish (SUC [29℄), manually annotated with the orre t
dependen y graph for ea h senten e, the best algorithm a hieved a pre ision
of 85.5% and a re all of 83.9% on previously unseen data (Nivre and Nilsson
[24℄). These results are omparable to the best results published for dependen y
parsing of unrestri ted texts, (see e.g. Eisner [15℄, Collins et al. [10℄), although
there are no dire tly omparable results available for texts in Swedish.
The highest-s oring algorithm is the so- alled proje tive algorithm, whi h
has the following overall stru ture:
for

width k = 1 to n 1 do
position i = 1 to n

for

Link(wi ; wi+k )

k do

The single parsing operation used is Link(wi ; wj ), whi h tries to establish a
dependen y link between two words wi and wj . Using the notation w : C to
mean that the word w belongs to the ategory C , and R 2 G to mean that R
is a rule of the urrent grammar G, this operation an be dened as follows:
if

wi has no head
and wi : D and wj : H and D
H 2G
and wi and wj are a essible
and there is no path from wi to wj

then

add the edge (wj ; wi )
wj has no head
and wi : H and wj : D and H ! D
and wi and wj are a essible
and there is no path from wj to wi

else if

then

add the edge

2G

w i ; wj )

(

A node wj is a essible i there is no edge (wi ; wk ) su h that i < j < k . The
ee t of the a essibility onstraint, in onjun tion with the ondition that there
be no path from dependent to head, guarantees that the resulting dependen y
graph is a y li and free from rossing edges, a property whi h is known as
proje tivity in dependen y grammar, hen e the name of the algorithm.
The proje tive algorithm onstru ts a dependen y graph by linking ea h
word to its losest possible regent pro eeding left-to-right through the input
and observing the onstraints on proje tivity. More pre isely, it runs through
the input words from left to right n 1 times (where n is the number of words
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in the input), onsidering possible links of length k during iteration k . The
number of iterations is therefore O (n2 ) but sin e the worst- ase omplexity of
the Link operation is O (n), the running time of the algorithm is O (n3 ).
Pre ision and re all approa hing 85% when parsing unrestri ted text shows
that the preferen e for lose links is a sensible overall strategy. At the same
time, it is a strategy that leads to error whenever the orre t link is not the
losest possible one. Some of the errors performed by the parser are well-known
problems having to do with atta hment ambiguity for prepositional phrases and
other adjun ts, whi h are known to be hard for any natural language parser.
Other errors seem to be more spe i to the deterministi losest-rst strategy,
and the way it intera ts with the very simple form of grammars used. Errors in
the latter group fall mainly into three (partly overlapping) ategories:



Valen e violations:



Linking a ross synta ti



Given the form of the grammar, there is no way to
impose restri tions on the number of dependents of a single head. Thus, in
the left hand example in Figure 2, the transitive verb iakttar is in orre tly
linked to three nominal dependents, whi h is one too many. Furthermore,
the in orre t link between iakttar and mur blo ks the orre t link from
mur to its prepositional head bakom.
barriers: Despite the fa t that most dependen ies are lo al to the synta ti lause, there is nothing that prevents the
parser from adding links a ross lause boundaries. For example, in the
right hand senten e in Figure 2, the subjun tion som is orre tly determined to be the head of the nite verb oroar in the subordinate lause but
in orre tly analyzed as the head of the nite verb är in the main lause.
Moreover, this in orre t link also blo ks the orre t link from the nite
verb är to its subje t saken be ause of the ban on y li graphs.
Errors aused by ellipti al onstru tions: Dependen y grammar presupposes that all synta ti onstru tions have a head, an assumption that
is barely satised if we limit ourselves to anoni al synta ti stru tures.
However, in ellipti al onstru tions it is often the ase that the expe ted
synta ti head is omitted, whi h auses severe problems for the parser.
Cases in point are lauses without a nite verb and noun phrases without
a head noun, both of whi h are exemplied in the senten e Hon läste den
tjo ka boken o h han den tunna med stor stil (She read the thi k book and
he the thin [one℄ with large print).

Coping with errors in the third ategory probably requires major hanges either
in the grammar or in the parsing algorithm (or both), and these problems may
even be best handled in a separate post-pro essing stage. Errors in the rst two
ategories, however, should be tra table by making the parser sensitive to the
number of dependents of a given head, and to the presen e of lause boundaries
in the input string. In this paper, we will investigate the possibility of using
ma hine learning to a hieve this goal.
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Bakom en mur iakttar vi ugglan.
(Behind a wall wat h we the-owl.)
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som oroar mig är . . . )
Saken
(The-thing that worries me is . . . )

Figure 2: Two typi al parsing errors
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Ma hine Learning

The goal of ma hine learning is to develop omputer systems that improve their
performan e with in reased experien e, i.e. systems that in some sense learn
from their experien e. In the last ten to fteen years, there has been a dramati
in rease in the use of ma hine learning te hniques in dierent areas of natural
language pro essing. As far as synta ti parsing is on erned, ma hine learning
has mainly been used to dis over rules for synta ti analysis, or to estimate
probabilisti parameters for su h rules (see, e.g., Pereira and S habes [25℄, Brill
[2℄, Charniak [6, 7℄, Collins [8, 9℄), rather than to train synta ti parsers dire tly
(see, however, Bris oe and Carroll [4℄ and Magerman [21℄).
In order to have a well-dened ma hine learning problem, me must spe ify a
task T to be performed, a measure P to assess the performan e of the system at
T , and a type of learning experien e E to be used to improve the performan e
of the system (Mit hell [23℄). In the urrent setting, T is the task of parsing
unrestri ted Swedish text and P is the pre ision and re all a hieved at this task
(measured against an empiri al gold standard obtained by manual annotation).
The learning experien e E will be the parser's own performan e on Swedish
text, ompared to a manually annotated gold standard of the same kind that is
used in evaluation.
In order to have a omplete learning system, we must also dene the exa t
type of knowledge to be learned, a representation of this target knowledge, and a
learning me hanism. We will postpone dis ussion of the learning me hanism and
on entrate rst on the knowledge to be learned. This is often on eptualized
as a target fun tion to be approximated, i.e. some fun tion f : I ! O , where
I is the spa e of possible inputs and O is the spa e of possible outputs, and
where the learnt approximation f^ : I ! O an be used to improve the system's
performan e at the relevant task ( f. Mit hell [23℄, Hastie et al. [18℄).
In the present ontext, we want the parser to improve its performan e by
learning when a possible edge should be added to the dependen y graph and
when it should be omitted in favor of a more distant link. Thus, it seems
reasonable to take our target fun tion f to be a binary de ision fun tion, whi h
takes value 1 if a given edge should be added and value 0 if it should not be
added. The input to this fun tion will be the state of the parser at de ision
time. Thus, we an say that f : Q ! f0; 1g, where Q is the set of all possible
parser states.
In order to hoose a representation of this fun tion we must rst de ide what
aspe ts of parser states should be taken into a ount. Based on the analysis of
typi al parser errors in the pre eding se tion, we hypothesize that the following
5

properties of the parser state ould be relevant for the de ision of adding an
edge (wi ; wj ) or not:
1. The grammar rule li ensing the edge, onsisting of a head ategory H , a
dependent ategory D , and a dire tion d (where wi : H , wj : D and d is
either
or !).
2. The number of dependents of
left and right dependents.

wi at de

ision time, possibly separated into

3. The presen e of any lause boundaries or other synta ti barriers between
wi and wj .
The presen e of other dependents of the potential head wi is relevant to avoid
valen e violations, although the parser only has a ess to the dependents that
exist at de ision time, whi h may not be the full set of dependents in the nal
dependen y graph. Similarly, synta ti barriers an only be dete ted with good
a ura y after the parsing is omplete, whi h means that we have to rely on
indire t eviden e from the presen e of ertain synta ti ategories. Subjun tions
(SN), as well as interrogative and relative pronouns (HP) and adverbs (HA), are
fairly good indi ators of lause boundaries. In addition, nite verbs (VB) may
be onsidered as lues in this ontext. Finally, the o urren e of words belonging
to the same ategory as wi or wj may be relevant as barriers in ertain ases.
Based on these onsiderations, the following set of attributes were sele ted
to represent parser states:
Attribute

LCat
RCat
Dir
Dist
LDep
RDep
CB
VB
LBar
RBar

Meaning

Category of left word wl
Category of right word wr
Dire tion of dependen y ( or !)
Distan e between wl and wr (Dist = r l)
Number of left dependents of potential head wh
Number of right dependents of potential head wh
Number of HA, HP and SN between wl and wr
Number of VB between wl and wr
Number of LCat between wl and wr
Number of RCat between wl and wr

This means that training instan es in the learning pro ess will be represented as
pairs (X; Y ), where X is a list of values for the attributes listed above, and Y is
1 or 0 depending on whether the relevant edge is part of the orre t dependen y
graph or not.
For the experiment reported in the next se tion, a version of k -nearest neighbor learning was used to approximate the target fun tion f . Nearest neighbor
learning is a simple yet ee tive learning method, whi h has been applied su essfully to a variety of natural language pro essing problems. It therefore
seemed like a natural hoi e when starting to explore the potential of ma hine
learning for parser optimization.
Given a set of training instan es T = (hx1 ; y1 i; : : : ; hxn ; yn i), the k -nearest
neighbor approximation is dened as follows (Mit hell [23℄, Hastie [18℄):

kNN(x) =

1

X

y
k x 2N (x) i
i
k
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where Nk (x) is the neighborhood dened by the k losest points xi in the training sample, a ording to a suitable distan e measure. In order to turn this into
a dis rete de ision fun tion, we use the following mapping:

f^(x) =



1
0

if k NN(x)  0:5
otherwise

The distan e measure used is the Eu lidean distan e between the points in ndimensional spa e dened by the numeri al attributes of ea h instan e:

v
u
n
X
u
t
d(vi ; vj ) =
(ar (vi )
ar (vj ))2
r=1

where vi is the n-dimensional ve tor dened by the numeri al attributes of xi
and ar (v ) denotes the value of the r th attribute of ve tor v . In our ase, the
numeri al attributes are Dist, LDep, RDep, CB, FV, LBar, RBar, so n = 7.
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Experiment

In order to test the viability of the ma hine learning approa h to parser optimization, an experiment was performed using data from the Sto kholm-Umeå
Corpus of written Swedish (SUC [29℄). SUC is annotated for parts of spee h
(and manually orre ted) and an therefore be used as dire t input to the parser.
(Otherwise a part-of-spee h tagger must be used to prepro ess the input.)
Two independent data sets were sampled, ea h onsisting of roughly 2000
words, orresponding to 115 and 142 senten es, respe tively. Both samples were
manually annotated with dependen y graphs by the author. The rst data set
was used as training data, while the se ond data set was used for evaluation.
(Apart from the fa t that a few annotation errors have been orre ted, the two
data sets are identi al to the ones used in Nivre and Nilsson [24℄.)
When annotating the senten es, major delimiters su h as olon and semiolon were treated as barriers for dependen y relations. This means that the
strings o urring on ea h side of su h a delimiter were treated as separate parse
units even if they were not stri tly speaking separate senten es. Moreover, text
o urring in parentheses was treated as invisible to the surrounding text, in the
sense that dependen y relations were permitted a ross and within  but not into
or out of  the parenthesized text.
It is also worth mentioning some of the prin iples used in hoosing between
alternative stru tural analyses for the annotation:



Synta ti dependen ies are preferred over semanti ones, meaning among
other things that:
1. Nouns depend on prepositions.
2. Finite verbs depend on subjun tions and fronted Wh -words.
3. Main verbs depend on auxiliary verbs.



Coordinated items are treated as multiple dependents of their mutual head
(if any), while the oordinating onjun tions are left unatta hed.
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Multi-word proper names are treated as oordinated items.
Nominal appositive onstru tions are onsistently analyzed as left-headed.

The grammar used in the experiments was the grammar that a hieved the
highest a ura y together with the proje tive parsing algorithm in Nivre and
Nilsson [24℄. This grammar was onstru ted by iteratively removing low pre ision rules from an initial hand- rafted grammar G0 until no further improvement was possible with respe t to the training data set. The initial grammar
G0 ontained a total of 139 rules, divided into 100 left-headed rules (of the form
H ! D) and 39 right-headed rules (of the form D H ). The optimal grammar G12 was obtained after removing 12 rules, 9 left-headed and 3 right-headed,
yielding a total of 127 rules in the grammar.
The performan e measures used were pre ision and re all, al ulated per senten e by omparing the dependen y graphs built by the parser to the manually
annotated gold standard:
Pre ision

=

Re all

=

j Corre t edges in parse j
j Edges in parse j
j Corre t edges in parse j
j Edges in gold standard j

The overall pre ision and re all were then al ulated as the mean pre ision and
re all over all senten es.
Training instan es for the learning algorithm were reated by running the
proje tive parsing algorithm with grammar G12 on the training data sample
from SUC. For ea h edge added by the parser, the ten input attributes were
omputed and the output value was set to 1 if the edge was orre t a ording
to the manually annotated gold standard and to 0 otherwise. In this way a
training data set of 1461 instan es was reated.
The proje tive parsing algorithm was modied so that an edge is added to
the dependen y graph only if f^(x) = 1, where x is the urrent parser state,
as represented by the ten attribute values, and f^ is the k nearest neighbor
approximation dened in the pre eding se tion, restri ted to the set of instan es
that agree with x in their values for LCat, RCat and Dir, i.e. parser states where
the same grammar rule is onsidered. This parser is alled k NN in the following.
Dierent values for k were tested, but the optimal value turned out to be k = 2
and this value was used throughout.
In the k NN parser, the presen e of synta ti barriers, represented by positive
values for the attribute CB (and possibly VB), will only inuen e the parser's
de ision if the k nearest neighbors involving the same grammar rule also has
these barriers present. However, in many ases these barriers  unlike valen e
onstraints  are not limited to parti ular rules and ategories but apply a ross
the board. Therefore, a se ond parser was onstru ted, where a nonzero value
for the CB attribute always blo ks the addition of an edge, irrespe tive of the
k nearest neighbor value. In other words, this parser, alled kNN , uses the
following fun tion approximation:

f^(x) =



0
1

if CB > 1 or
otherwise

kNN(x) < 0:5

By letting a nonzero value for either the CB or the VB attribute a t as a global
barrier, we obtained a third parser k NN v . Finally, the original parser with
8

Parser

Pre ision

Re all

85.3
85.9
86.1
86.7

82.9
83.1
83.3
82.9

Baseline
kNN
kNN
kNN v

Table 1: Pre ision and re all for four dierent parsers

the unmodied proje tive algorithm was in luded as a baseline. (Note that the
results obtained for the baseline parser dier by a small fra tion from the ones
reported in Nivre and Nilsson [24℄. This is due to the orre tion of a few errors
in the manually annotated gold standard.)
The pre ision and re all of the four parsers ompared an be seen in Table
1. All three k NN parsers have a higher pre ision s ore than the baseline parser,
although the dieren e is statisti ally signi ant only for k NN and k NN v
(paired t-test, = 0:05). For re all there are only minor dieren es between
the four parsers, none of whi h is signi ant.
The improvement in pre ision from 85.3% (baseline) to 86.7% (k NN v ) represents a 10% error redu tion but is still not very impressive, and the interesting
question is why there is not a bigger improvement. One possible answer lies in
the sparseness of the training data. With a training set of 1461 instan es and
a grammar ontaining 127 rules there are on average only about ten instan es
per rule. Moreover, some of these rules o ur very rarely, whi h means that
the training data for these rules will be sparse, with the ee t that the nearest
neighbors may in fa t be quite distant. The fa t that k = 2 gave the best results
may be an indi ation that this is at least part of the answer, sin e a larger value
for k will bring even more distant neighbors into the pi ture.
A se ond possible explanation is the hoi e of attributes for representing the
target fun tion. It is possible that another sele tion of features would lead to
a better approximation and a larger improvement of parsing a ura y. A third
possibility is the hoi e of learning me hanism, given that nearest neighbor
methods an be very sensitive to sparse data. (In the terminology of ma hine
learning they have low bias but high varian e.) A fourth alternative is that we
are already lose to the eiling in terms of the parsing a ura y that an be
a hieved with the simple proje tive algorithm and the very weak grammar rules
used so far. In this ase, we may have to hange either the form of the grammar
or the parsing algorithm, or both, in order to improve a ura y further.

5

Con lusion

In prin iple, the experiment reported in the previous se tion shows that it is
possible to use ma hine learning to improve the performan e of a deterministi
dependen y parser. In pra ti e, this is of little interest as long as the improvement is only marginal. More resear h is needed to determine whether this
approa h is only of theoreti al interest or whether it an lead to substantially
better parsing quality.
First of all, we need to in rease the amount of training data available to
the learning algorithm in order to redu e the varian e in the fun tion approx9

imation. Regardless of what learning method we ultimately de ide to use, the
generalization performan e is bound to improve with more training data.
Se ondly, we may need to modify the representation of the target fun tion,
in parti ular the attributes representing the parser states. For example, we may
onsider not only dependents of the potential head but also potential heads of
the dependent. That is, the de ision to refrain from adding an edge (wi ; wj ) to
the dependen y graph is likely to be inuen ed by the availability of alternative
regents for wj .
Thirdly, it may be worthwhile to experiment with dierent learning methods,
su h as de ision tree learning or Bayesian learning. Moreover, the hoi e of
learning method is not independent of the target fun tion representation, sin e
learning methods dier in their sensitivity to the data sparseness that ne essarily
omes with using a more omplex representation of the target fun tion.
Fourthly, we may have to make modi ations to the grammar formalism or
even to the parsing algorithm itself. For instan e, grammar rules ould be made
ontext-sensitive by adding onstraints on what synta ti ategories may or may
not o ur between the head and the dependent, or we might add onstraints on
the number of dependents for a given head ategory as a rude way of apturing
valen e onstraints.
Finally, we may onsider the possibility of using several passes over the input,
where later passes an dete t and orre t errors introdu ed in previous passes,
using methods su h as transformation-based learning (Brill [3℄).
Hopefully, arrying out this resear h program will lead to a substantial improvement in the quality of synta ti parsing for unrestri ted natural language
texts, to the point where the full potential of this te hnique an be exploited
for the automated management of textual information, as suggested in the introdu tion.
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